1997 dodge grand caravan transmission

I bought the car used and found receipt in the glove box where the transmission had been
rebuilt a few months before I bought it at a national transmission shop, and in about a year had
to have the transmission rebuilt about dollars to a regional transmission shop, then at almost
exactly one week after the 1 yr mile warranty ran out it seized up while on the highway, just
started jerking and the check engine light came on and I barely got it home. Hubby said take it
to that national transmission shop, get it rebuilt and buy the lifetime warranty. Took it in every
year faithfully to have it checked to keep the warranty people happy. Get it towed to the shop
and they start asking where the paperwork RO's are. Everytime I took it in I was told there were
no receipts given for warranty work. Well they finally rebuilt it again under warranty, but I think
the shop had to eat the expense because the shop where the warranty had been purchased was
gone. I love this vehicle, it is absolutely the most comfortable thing I have ever driven. It's been
to California and back from Texas twice since I've owned it. But I would not recommend this
vehicle to anyone I love, and I most likely will not purchase a Dodge product ever again. I got
stuck having to drive 20 miles in 2nd. To make matters worse, I take it to a mechanic and it's
gonna cost well over a thousand bucks to fix! It's not like I drive a million miles a day, I only go
about 50 miles a day and the van sits in the drive way damned near all day except for 2 hours. I
don't know you and you don't know me. The problems I have with this vehicle are my own. From
one person to another I say to you, "avoid buying this type of vehicle at all costs! A family has
alot on it's plate as it is and this vehicle will just destroy you financially!! Had I known then what
I know now, believe me I'd have bought a better vehicle. NOw it sits in the driveway as a
reminder of how 27 hundred bucks went down the drain. I think I'll turn it into a damn flower pot
or something! This was the second time that the transmission was rebuilt in this vehicle and it
is still acting up. I have filed complaints with state and local agencies against the current shop
but don't really expect any relief as the transmissions in these vehicles have a history of a high
number of failures. I was driving down the street one day last week, during work of course, and
my engine stalled out on me. I tried numerous times to restart the bastard, but to no avail. I get
out of the van, walk around the front, and i am almost knee deep in tranny oil! It's nice to have
friends in the business I have the van towed up to my brothers' pole building and start ripping
the thing apart. At first i thought that i had spun a bearing some how. I dropped the motor oil
pan, no probs. Then i look towards the tranny, and i see little pieces of shrapnel behind the
flywheel plate. I then drew my atttention to the tranny. There is a hole the size of a giant softball
in the bell housing. I peer through the hole, and what do i see? I call up the dealer where i had
bought it from used, this time a year ago, and he claims that there are no known recurring
problems with these transmissions and that he cant do anything about it, except recommend
buying a "newly" rebuilt one from THEM. I did a search on the net and came up with about
pages worth of complaints about these trannys! Get the hell out! Better yet, they can go screw
themselves if they think that i am buying ANY Chrysler product agian in the future. That's IT! If
you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: had transmission rebuilt at
transmission shop 2 reports not sure 2 reports ripping it out and throwing in a new one! Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Grand Caravan problem yet. Be the
first! Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip
code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. I'm getting another car. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the
very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? The contact owns a Dodge
Grand Caravan. Whenever the contact shifts, the vehicle makes an unfamiliar noise. When the
vehicle is parked, it operates normally. The transmission stalls and will start back up, but it is
unreliable. The vehicle would rev and have to be restarted in order for the revving to stop. If
there is a power fluctuation, the rear wipers will turn on and off at random. The high beams on
the headlights do not work, but the failure was repaired. The parking light on the front driver's
side failed. He replaced the bulb, but it still does not work. The contact stated that he is
constantly replacing the low beam lights. The serpentine belt slips off; however, it has been
repaired. The check engine light flashes on and off and there is a burning electrical smell
coming from the vehicle. The front strut assembly is rusting and rotting. The rocker panel on
the driver's side is rusted completely. The current mileage was , and failure mileage was , Add
Complaint. Twice in the last 6 years the transmission has had to be completely rebuilt in our
Dodge Grand Caravan due to failure. The first time, in , occurred as the transmission
permanently slipped out of gear. The second time, March , the transmission would down-shift
into first gear - at any speed and at any time. More often than not the transmission would shift
out of gear before down-shifting causing the engine to race high. The van is not used for
anything but passenger travel nor is it used for towing. Took off from stop light transmission
failed had been slipping for a while before. Also shifted hard into gear. The contact coasted the

vehicle to the side of the road, and was able to restart the vehicle after 10 minutes. The vehicle
has not been taken in for inspection. The consumer stated several attempts have been made to
fix the vehicle. The oil pan was leaking oil. The valve cover gaskets were replaced. The
transmission was heavily damaged and had to be replaced. The power steering pump was
replaced. The front end of the vehicle pulled to the left. I purchased the Grand Caravan in
January at the marlow heights dealership in marlow heights, Maryland. Carpet had to be
replaced. This caused a hazardous condition to my family especially my kids having to breath in
this fluid. This time I contacted daimler Chrysler in North Carolina and complained daimler
Chrysler agreed to repair the vehicle under what they called one consumer repair per customer
per vehicle. At this point, the vehicle was also due for emissions testing and did not pass the
test because of a cylinder misfire code. I was told that I needed to have the spark plugs replaced
and that would solve the issue. This was the second time I had the timing belt replaced. Had to
replace both vc gaskets, cam plugs, both ft cam seals and rear cam seals and timing belt once
again for third time. Now the oil light is back on again. Van was slipping not going into gear
when it was cold and now just will not go into gear. In the past three years consumer changed
four times automatic transmission. Vehicle was imported from Canada. Transmission gears
slipping. Sometimes takes a few moments for it to 'catch' first gear to go from a light or shifts
'hard' when accelerating. Also, down shifts 'hard' when decelerating. Child was able to move
gear shift into reverse without depressing brake. Consumer states while wife was driving the
vehicle at 10mph the automatic transmission failed prematurely. Dealer has been notified.
Consumer stated that while driving at any speed and without warning transmission failed
causing the vehicle to accelerate. Dealer notified. While driving transmission failed, almost
causing a collision. The transmission failed prematurely and was replaced. The transmission
broke down due to differential pin failure and was replaced. The transmission failed again for
the same reason, but the consumer believed the failures were due to a defect in the vehicle.
While driving RPM stayed high and would not shift gears. Dealer states transmission needed
replacement. While backing up there was a loud noise under the hood, then at 40 mph
transmission would not shift. Dealer determined that transmission needed to be replaced. While
driving to super market there was some noise coming from vehicle. Then, after parking vehicle
and getting back in, and trying to put vehicle into reverse, vehicle would not move. While
driving about 70 mph transmission lost power and consumer managed to drive off the road.
Then, towed vehicle to a shop, where they could not determine what had caused the problem.
Contacted manufacturer. Please provide more infomation. Transmission shelled out. This
should never happen with normal use and care. I have a grand caravan that has been seating for
a year got it running drove for a week on the axle seals started leaking bad when driving it.
Trans started jerking and bucking. Is the transmission go out? Are could I just add fluid and and
fix the axle seal and hope for the best? Do you. There is nothing worse for a car than sitting but
to say just put another trans in without trying a fluid change is a tough call, if it were me, I would
take the unit out, reseal or replace with new converter also and flush the radiator cooler, lines
too. It's up to you. The internal seals are not subject to the outside air as much, but changing
the seals is alot of the work removing it. Keep filling it to see if it clears up in a few hundred
miles, clear the memory if it's an overdrive by disconnecting the battery for about 30 minutes.
And Good luck, the stator inside the trans is a problem. Lot of miles. Was this answer. Please
login or register to post a reply. Related Transmission Seal Content. Could It Be Sponsored
links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Buy used Dodge transmission from our network that offers
up to a two-year warranty on qualified units! We carry a wide-ranging catalog of used Dodge
transmissions for all applications including gas and diesel engines. Buy your used Dodge
transmissions from us and save time and money. Purchase from us and get an industry leading
warranty on used engines and transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle,
Transfer Case Assembly, and Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year
warranty from the date of purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engi
2011 toyota tacoma trailer wiring harness
nissan 350z oil pressure sensor
aprilia moto 65
ne and used transmission on our website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a
call and we will find perfect used engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at
the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US. Regis Stealth
Stratus SX 2. Select Year. Select Engine Size. Search Transmission. Fits : Automatic
Transmission, 4x2; 5. Stock Number : TCL. More Information. Description : Automatic
Transmission Dodge Challenger. Description : Automatic Transmission Dodge Charger. Fits :
Automatic Transmission; 2. Stock Number : TCM. Description : Automatic Transmission Dodge

Caravan. Fits : Automatic Transmission , 3. Fits : Automatic Transmission; 3. Description :
Automatic Transmission Dodge Avenger. Fits : Automatic Transmission, 4x4; 8 Cyl, cid 5. You
will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US
To find the best quality used engines and used transmission or submit inquiry from.

